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We’re Going

Marshmallow

Sleeping Bag

S’more Stack

Spoon Fishing

on a Bear

Relay

Crawl

Hunt
Shhhh! There’s a
bear on the loose!
Help us track him.

What’s a s’more
without
marshmallows?
Make sure to
collect them all!

Your sleeping bag
or favorite blanket
has many more
purposes than
sleeping.

Gather around the
campfire for this
s’more stacking
game.

A successful
camping trip is not
complete without
fishing.

Tobee Goes

Exploring

A Camping

The Camping

Blippi Visits A

Adventures

Camping

Outside

Trip

Song

Campsite

Online

Join Tobee on his
first camping
adventure in the
great outdoors.

Sensory
Time

Explore nature &
Join Polly & Olly
all the outdoor
on an adventurous
elements and
camping trip.
animals with Elmo.

Insect Hide

Outdoor

and Seek

Textures

All the insects are
hiding in the dirt.
Can you find
them?

Investigate the
many textures
outside as you
enjoy a nice fall
day!

Camp Fire
Camping! Could
anything be more
fun?

Sing along with
Blippi as he sings
about camping
fun.

Join Blippi as he
shows us how to set
up the perfect camp
site.

Digging in the

The Sounds of

Dirt

My World

It is a dirty job but
digging, scooping,
and pouring dirt is
so much fun.

Step outside. What
does your world
sound like?

Story Time

Arts and
Creativity

Biscuit Goes

Clifford The

What Can I

Fred & Ted

Maisy Goes

Camping

Big Red Dog:

See?

Go Camping

Camping

Fred likes to be
prepared and Ted
likes to pack light.
What can go
wrong on their
camping
adventure?

Maisy and her
friends pitch the
perfect tent for
camping. But will
they all fit in the
tent?

From tents and
flashlights to frogs
and fireflies, its so
much fun sleeping
outdoors.

Camping Out

A little boy sees a
lot of things
Clifford and friends outdoors…where
go on a camping
can he hide?
trip and find out
the simple way is
the best way.

Gone

Five Little

Camping Role

Twig Picture

All About

Camping

Campers

Play

Frame

Camping

Create this perfect
picture frame to
capture your
camping
memories.

Tell us all about
camping by creating
a masterpiece.

Enjoy this fun
activity creating a
campsite.

Let’s sing &
stretch our fingers
singing about Five
Little Campers.

It’s so much fun
bringing camping
into your home.

